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ABSTRACT 
Hermite polynomials of several variables are defined by a generalization of the Rodrigues formula 
for ordinary Hermite polynomials. Several properties are derived, including the differential equa- 
tion satisfied by the polynomials and their explicit expression. An application is given. 
We study here an extension to several variables of 
the familiar Hermite polynomials of one variable 
Hn(x), obtained from an n-dimensional generaliza- 
tion of the Rodrigues formula. 
Similar generalizations are discussed in Appell and 
Kamp~ de F&iet I and in the Bateman project 2. 
2. PROPERT IES  
a) We regard the ~Kn'S as polynomials in the variable 
X i = Cij x J, and we now show that they indeed 
depend on x i through this combination. 
_ C••xlxJ 0n 
~Kn__ (_l)Ue 1j 
a(x 1_tl)  •.. 0 (xn- t n) 
• ° . ° 
e -Cij(xLtl)(xJ-tJ 1 " 
[t i=o 
1. DEFINITION AND NOTATION 
A generalized Hermite polynomial on ~n is def'med 
by : 
~(n m) (Xi) -= (_I) n eCij xixj a n 
ax 1 Ox2..ax n 
e-Cijxixj 
(1) 
where 'X i = Cij xJ and ~7o(Xi) = 1. 
The Einstein summation convention over repeated 
indices is used unless otherwise specified. Indices 
range from 1 to m, where m )n .  For example, the 
• m)3  j 
X 2 in ~3 rS j~ lC2 jx  ' and the X 2 in ~5 will be 
m)5  
x j The index will usually be dropped. j =1C2j . m 
Any relation involving ~n'S with different n's im- 
plies that all m's are the same and larger than or 
equal to the largest n. Cij is a non-singular symmetric 
m x m matrix, usually taken with positive definite 
real part• f(xi) denotes the function of n variables 
f(x 1 , x 2 . . . . .  xn). 
= eCij xixj 0t 10n.. 0t ne -Cij (ti-xi) (t j-  xj) t i= 
_ 0 n e-Cij t i t J+2ci j  tixj t i 
0 t l . . .0 t  n =o 
(2) 
b) We now establish the following relationships : 
aE =_2XmE ' a__EE=_2xmE (3) 
0x m 0X m 
-Cijxixj . (C-1)iJxj where E -----e , X i =CijxJ , x i = 
Proof. The first relation is obvious. As for the 
second one, 
.3E = aE  ax ~ __2XiE(C-1) im = _2Cij xJE(c-1) im 
ax m a:x 1 ax  m 
= -2 x m E (4) 
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c) The above relations yield the first few afn'S : 
~fl(Xi ) = (_1)E-1 BE = 2X 1 
Oxl 
aC2(Xi ) =(_1)2E-1  O (BE  ~---~-' = 4X1X2-2C12 
B OnE 
.... = (-17nE~Cn+ 1 
Ox n+l Ox 1..,ox n 
_ a (_ l )n+lEafn 
• axn+l  
Jf3(Xi) = 8X 1 X2X 3 - 4C 12X3 - 4C23X 1 - 4C31X 2 
af4(X i) = 16X1X2X3X 4 - 8C14X2X 3 - 8C24XlX 3 
- 8C34X1X 2 - 8C 12X3X4 - 8C23X1X 4 
-8C31X2X 4 + 4C12C34 + 4C23C14 
+ 4C31 C24 (57 
d) The relation between ~Kn(Xi) and the ordinary 
Hermite polynomials Hn(x ) is : 
~Cn(X i) = Hn(X 1 + x 2 + ...  + xm), for Cij = 1 
(6) 
P ro@ When Cij = 1, 
. . . .  m .2  
CijxlxJ = ~ xlx j = (E x~7 ~x 2, and 
i,j =1 1= 1 
an e-X 2 on e-X 2 x 2 
-- --(-1) n e- Hn(X 7 (7) 
axlax2...Bx n Bx n 
Many of the properties we will derive will be easily 
recognized as a natural extension of the analogous 
properties for Hn(x 7. 
n+l  BE a~ n aX. = (-1) [ ~ ~  + E 
axn+l  n ~--X~--j ~-7~+~ 1 
oa~ 
= Cj, n+ll 
(10) 
g) Differential Equation 
a2~f n B~ n 
cij ox ioxj  2xi ax i + 2n~Cn = 0 (11) 
Proof. Let us take the derivative of the defining 
relation (1) with respect o X i. If i is repeated, do 
not sum. 
a~ n a (E~n) = E - -  -2xiE~K n O 
OX----7. ax i  = ~ (_l)n . aE  
axl...Bxn 
= (-17 n O n-1 O (_2xiE) 
Ox l . . .ax i - lox i+ l . . .ax  n Ox i 
=,(-1) n B n-1 (_2x i BE 
Ox l . .ax i - lax i+ l  . . .Ox n axi 
-2E) 
= (_17n(_2xi)(_lTnE~Kn_ 2 (_17 n B n-1 E 
axl...Bx i-lxi+l..ax n
e) Parity• ~fn is an even function of the X i for even 
n and an odd function for n odd. 
Proof 
C :.x ixj O n -Cijxixj_ 
~Kn(_Xi) = (_l)ne 1.1 (_l)n e 
Bxl. . .  Bx n 
= (-17n ~Kn (Xi) (8) 
Therefore 
a~n a n -1 E E ~  = 2(-17 n+l 
X i axl . . .axi -1 Bxi+ 1.. Bx n 
(12) 
For i = n, we get an interesting recurrence relation :
B:K n 
BXn - 2;Kn_ 1 (13) 
f) Recurrence relation 
0~ n 
~n+l= 2Xn+l~n-C i ,  n+la--~-- (m~n+l )  
(9) 
Proof. For m/> n + 1, if we take the derivative of 
the defining relation (1) with respect o xn+l  and 
use (37, we obtain : 
If we now differentiate (12) with respect o x 1, and 
use  : 
a a_A.__ a (14) 
ax i 0x 1 ax j  = Cij OXj 
we get (no sum on i) : 
a a ~n a ~n 
E Cij aXj 0X i -2X iE  a-~' i  =-2E~fn  
t 
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If we now sum over i, we get the desired differential 
equation. 
f) Explicit expression 
~n k/2 n-k/2 , 
~fn(Xi) =k ~=o(-1 ) 2 ~ Xil Xi2 
"'" Xin-k Cin -k+ 1 in-k+2 "'" Cin- 1 in 
(16) 
where the first summation symbol denotes the sum 
over all even k from k = 0 to the largest even num- 
ber ~ n, and the second summation symbol denotes 
the sum over all different combinations of different 
indices ii, where {i 1 , i 2 .... ,i n } = { 1,2 . . . . .  n } ; 
that is : all i i are different, and if f ( i l ,  i2) =f(i2,i l) ,
we count it only once in the sum. There are 
(2m-1)(2m-3) ... 5 .3  different terms in such a 
sum for n = 2m. 
Proof. This explicit expression will be constructed 
by a suitable generalization of the analogous expres- 
sion for ordinary Hermite polynomials : 
~n  k/2 n-k n-k 
Hn(X) =k~o( - l )  2 t -  x n [ (17) 
(n-k) ! (2 )  ! 
which will then be shown to satisfy the differential 
equation. This generalization is obtained by letting 
xn-k+ 1 ~ X i X: ..X: C: .. ...C. • 
n! ii'-I 1 "2 ln-k *n -k+l 'n -k+2 ln-11n 
(i i 4= ij) (18) 
This expression can be rewritten as 
xn_k. + (n-k)! (k)! 2k/2 
n! ~'Xil""Xi -Ci . . . i  . .^  n-x n-K+.t n-~:+z 
"'" Cin_ 1 i n (19) 
where (n-k)! is the number of times the X's can be 
permuted, (k/2)! the number of times the (k/2)C's 
can he permuted, and the 2 kl2 factor is due to the 
symmetry of C:Ci j  = Cji. When (19) is substituted 
in (17), we get (16). We must now show that (16) 
satisfies the differential equation. 
We will need the following : 
i) ~ i  (Xil '"Xin-k) = 5 ixl Xi2." Xin_ k 
$i • 
+ ... +Xi l  --. Xin_k_ 1 ln-k 
n-k 
=m~_l Xi I -.- Xlm--. Xln_k 5i im (20) 
where Xim means that Xim is omitted from the pro- 
duct and 8 lj is the Kronecker delta, equal to i when 
i= j  and to zero otherwise. 
ii) X i a(Xil ""Xin) 
ax  i 
iii) a2(Xi l""Xin-k) 
aX i ax j  
a 2 Xil . . .Xin_ k " _ iv) cij 
ax  i aXj 
= (n-k)Xi l  ... Xin_k (21) 
Now, by use of (18), we have 
a2~ n a~ n 
,0~Kn=CijB--~i ax j _2Xibxi.__ + 2n~K n 
n-k  
-- E X . . . .  X . . . .  X .. . .  X- 8i i 8J: 




Z X . . . .  ~^ . . . .  X .... X. C. • 
m, l=l  11 *m 11 In-k lmll 
m=/=l 
(23) 
~<n (_1)k/22n-k n 
i . . . .  C. i = ~ k Z C in -k+l  n-kar2 in-1 n k=o (n-k)! ( )! i i= l  
iiq=ij 
a 2 _2Xi fl +2n)X  i
x (Cij ax i  8x j  Bx i 1 x i2""X in -k  
~n k/2 n-k 
= 52 (-1) 2 
k=o (n-k)[ (k/2)! 
n 
£ 
i i=1 Cin-k + 1 in-k + 2"" Cin-l in 
ii=/=i j 
n-k  A ^ 
x[ 52 X . . . .  X . . . .  X .... X. C- • 
m,l=l 11 lm 11 'n-k 1mll 
m4=l 
-2 (n -k )X i l  ... Xin_ k + 2nX i l  ... Xin_ k] 
(24) 
The sum over m and 1 can be incorporated in the 
sum over i i. There are 
(n2k) = 2-1(n-k i  (n -k - l )  ways that Xim and Xil 
can be chosen. The fact that Cimil, = Cilim introduces 
a factor of 2. Then we can relabel the ii's which are 
after the 52 sign to get : 
m,1 
~n k/2 n-k 
,0~Kn= 52 (-1) 2 52 Ci 
k=o (n-k)!(k/2)! ii=/=ij n -k+l in -k+2""C in - l in  
x [2 .1 (n -k ) (n -k -  1)Xil . . .Xin_k _2Cin_k_ l in_k  
<.n+2( 1)k/2-12n-k+ 2 
+2kX:  X i ] -  52 - (n-k+2)  
~1"" n-k -k=2 (n-k+2)! (k_ l ) !  
(n-k+1)  52 X i n-k n -k+1 n -k+2 n-1 n ii=/=~ l""Xi Ci i ""Ci i 




(_l)k/2 2 n-k  
(n-k)! (k/2) ! 
From the explicit expression of the ~C ' n s we get 
~2n+1(0)  = 0 
.2k  2; 
ii=~i j Xil "'" Xin-k Cin-k+ 1 in -k+ 2"" Cin-l in 
(25) 
The first element in the second sum (k=o) vanishes be- 
cause k is a factor in the summand. The last element 
of the first sum vanishes because (n -k+2) (n -k+l )  
is a factor, and one or the other is zero depending on 
whether n is even or odd. Therefore, the two sums 
can be grouped :
(_1)k/2 n-k -1 2 1 ~n 
~8~, n= X 2 [(-1) 2 +~.2k]  
k k/2 k=2 (n-k)! (~-1)! 
~2n(O) =(-1) n 2 n Y'Ci l i2 ... Ci2n_l i2n 
Setting Aij/2 = Cij yields the desired result• 
(30) 
This integral arises in the computation of the 
moments of a particle undergoing Brownian motion, 
when we express them as integrals over Wiener 
measure w_. If the latter is defined by its Fourier 
transform 3,4 : 
t b t b 
1 f inf ( t -  t' (Fc0)(#) = exp [ -~ tfa ta ta' - ta) 
x Z ...X i C i ii=/=i j Xil n-k n -k+l in -k+2""C in -1  in 
-- 0 (26) 
3. APPLICATIONS 
We prove the following result : 
V/~det A -1 - l (A-1) i ju iu j  
f u 1 u2. . .une du 1...du n 
(V~2~) n IR n 
~2; 
, Ail i2 Ai3 i4 Ain-1 in 
• . .  , n even  
- L  0 , n odd (27) 
d/~ (t) d#(t')] (31) 
then we get the moments formula (5) : 
f 
¢ 
x (tl) x (t2) ... x (tn) dw_(x) 
f i i  i i  Ain_lin ~ 'A  1 2 A 34  . . . .  neven 
0 ,  n odd (32) 
where the integration extends over 6 ~, the set of all 
paths (functions) x(t) vanishing at t = t a. The resuk 
is obtained by setting Aij = inf (t i -  t a , tj - ta). 
GENERALIZED MOMENTS FORMULA 
Proof. We use the well-known integral giving the 
Fourier transform of an n-dimensional Gaussian 3
ibi ui -1/2(A-1)ij uluj 
X/det A-1 f e e du 1...du n 
- (1/2)A ij b i bj 
= e (28)  
If we take the partial derivative of each side with 
respect o b 1 , b 2 . . . . .  b n, and then set 
b 1 =b 2 . . . . .  b n= O, weget : 
~/'det A -1 i n f u lu2 . . .u  n e 
(x/2 /n 
_ a n - (1/2) AiJ bi bj 
a bl~-.., abn e b i=0 
-1/2( A-1)ijuiujdul..dun 
(29) 
If one wishes to generalize (32) to the case where 
the paths q have both endpoints fixed [e. g. Feyn- 
man integral, or imaginary "conditional Wiener 
integral"], i. e. 
q e fab  ~ (q on [t a, tb] [q(ta) = qa' q(tb)= %)  
then we have the formula 6 : (33) 
i 
L,t~Ja q(t l )q(t2) ' ' "  q(tn)dWab(q) = in ~Kn[- 2- ~(ti)l 
(34) 
where 
~(t) = qa(tb - t) + qb (t - ta) (35) 
t b - t a 
(the average path), and the measure Wab is defined 
by its Fourier transform as follows : 
tb 
FWab(/~ ) = exp[ - i f  q--(t) d/a(t) 
ta  
i tb ? C(t,t')d#(t) d/~(t')] 
- 2- tfa t a 




c(t ,  t') = 
( t - ta )  (t b - t ')  
t b - t a 
(t' - ta) (t b -  t) 
t b - t a 
for t < t ~ 
for t '  <t  
(37) 
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